
Identification Evidence
PART 3.9 - IDENTIFICATION EVIDENCE

s 113.    Application of Part (ONLY to 

criminal proceedings)

s 114.    Exclusion of visual identification 

evidence

s 115.    Exclusion of evidence of 

identification by pictures

s 116.    Directions to jury

Some preliminary considerations:

i. Relevant E? (R v Li applying Smith)

· Facts: Det made extensive observations during surveillance 

operations AND from knowledge gained was able to testify to 

distinctive features

· Jy were NOT able to see appellant in court and so Detective‟s E 

was NOT irrelevant (ss 55-56) and was admissible

ii. Fact v/s opinion?

Direct E (excludes ss76,79) where:

· Nature of relationships between Marsh and sister

· Opportunity in THAT relationship to become familiar with Marsh‟s 

stature, his stance and facial features -  so NOT opinion.

· EVEN if opinion, s 79 exception (specialised knowledge through 

experience) as „ad-hoc‟ applying R v Leung

General Notes on types of ID E:

· Definition of ID E s3

· Eyewitness E: only in exceptional circs: Phelps

· Positive ID E – identifies accused as person associated 

with offence/scene

· Circumstantial E – identifies accused near crime scene, 

engaged in activities OR in location that connects 

accused to crime

· Where E circumstantial and NOT positive ID E, no 

warning specifically directed to identification required: R 

v Benz

· J‟s warning may be inadequate where general remarks 

and NOT addressing particular weaknesses: Festa v R

· Suspect known to W – requires consideration of circs 

under which recognition took place to establish 

reliability + general and specific warnings on dangers 

may be justified – depending on circs + relationship of 

suspect to W: Kelly v R

· In court ID – dangerous because usually performed in 

circumstances that strongly suggest answer 

· directions given that dock ID was least reliable and 

directed jy to specific ID weaknesses: Al-Hashimi

· Note: even if E given with great force can be prejudicial 

(e.g. mistake): R v Marshall

Other types of ID E (not 

covered by s114,115)

Aural ID ID of Objects

· Similar principles to 

identiifcation of people apply: 

R v Lowe

· J directs how to use E (when 

object disputed and dangers 

present): R v Theos

· In order for E to be based on 

„identification‟ - there has to be 

reliance on or similarity of 

features as sginficiant part of 

what is being relied upon: R v  

Whalen

Dangers of voice recognition Bulejcik v R– 

admissibility depends on:

· W‟s familiarity with speaker‟s voice or 

distinctiveness of voice or W‟s expertise  

· clarity with which W has been able to 

hear voice AND case when comparison 

with voice heard

· time lapse between 2 occasions. 

· Interpreter allowed to give E that, based 

on familiarity with tapes, could identify 

that voice matched accused (using other 

taped conversations) + jy told to make 

own comparisons as well: Nguyen v R

· Court can admit interpreter‟s E of opinion 

in context of being ad-hoc expert for 

purposes of s 79: R v Leung and Wong

Negative ID E

· Appropriate directions 

needed (see 3pts): Ilioski 

· Jury must remove/

eliminate possibility 

anyone  else is culprit

Summing up: not 

necessarily defective if it 

does not include this 

negative identification 

warning –  so long as the 

trial J makes it clear to the jy 

that there cannot be proof 

beyond RD if there 

remains a reasonable 

possibility that the 

accused is not the offender



Visual ID Evidence

Where Visual ID E per s 114(1) is 

adduced by prosecutor in criminal 

proceedings (s113)

Some relevant principles

· Requirement to undertake ID parades 

because provides most confidence in ID 

process: R v Kelly and 

· s 114 limits admissibility of ID E 

depending on whether ID parade 

undertaken

· Also unfair (mere formality) to hold ID 

parade where W identified offender 

already: R v Carusi

· Courts recognise unfair to hold ID parade 

where W previously shown photo of 

accused, creating potential danger of 

displacement: Alexander v R

· Unfair to hold parade if sufficient 

numbers of people with similar 

appearance could NOT be present 

despite reasonable efforts: R v Tahere

About the W:

· Cannot be intentionally 

influenced to identify 

defendant: s114(2)

· Many W‟s assume culprit is 

present in ID parade OR in 

photo array – SO prior to ID 

process, Ws should be warned 

against drawing such 

conclusion: R v Nelson
refusal to participate in ID parade:

· per s 114(2)(c) NO obligation on suspect to participate in ID 

parade: R v Clune

· Fairness of process lay in way identification was carried out. This 

does NOT require info (from police about ID parade process) 

being provided to accused in advance of ID parade: Bunting

Reasonableness Factors

· kind of offence AND gravity of offence

· importance of E

· practicality of holding ID parade having regard (among other things) to:

· defendant/suspect willing to cooperate, including whether D stipulated that they would only 

participate if a lawyer/other third party was present (s114(3)(c)(i) & s114(5));

· The length of time between the commission of the offence and the holding of a parade 

(s114(3)(c)(ii));

· Whether the appearance of the defendant had changed significantly between the time of the 

offence and the time when the parade could have been held (s115(4)(a) and s 115(5)(b))

· The availability of suitable „foils‟ at the time the parade could have been held (Smith (2001) & Ilioski 

(2006)) (otherwise E can be excluded per s 137: R v Fisher)

· The relationship between the defendant or suspect and the person making the identification 

(s114(3)(d), cf Taufua (1996)); 

· Fairness/unfairness to the defendant to hold a parade (s114(4), cf. Ilioski (2006)).

· Court NOT to take into account availability of pictures or photographs that could be used in making 

identifications: s 114(6)

Evidence can be admissible with 

direction to jury: s116

Note:  3.11 and s165 apply



Picture ID Evidence

· Picture ID E defined in s115(1)/(10), when 

adduced by prosecutor in a criminal proceeding 

(s113) AND

· is limited in admission in accordance with 

whether certain safeguards and practices have 

been followed: s115

Can be adduced to 

contradict or qualify 

picture adduced by 

defendant: s115(8)

Detection v/s evidentiary stage

· Detection process ends when police 

„know that the accused is the person 

who is suspected‟: R v Carusi

· Considered unacceptable when police 

use photographs where they have 

independently established identity of 

suspect and wish to confirm 

identification in preparation of the 

prosecution  case for trial (evidentiary 

stage of investigation): R v Alexander

· Use of photo identification after 

detection process is over could be 

sufficient grounds for excluding ID 

evidence (especially where more 

reliable modes of ID such as ID 

parade were available). 

· Unfair if the W‟s testimony has been 

infected by contact with photo-

identification: Alexander

When Picture ID E NOT admissible:

· pictures suggest that the people in the pictures are in police 

custody, i.e. no “mug shots” (s115(2));

· Timing of photo-ID: The defendant is in police custody in 

relation to the offence (s 115(3)(a)) and the picture was made 

before the person was taken into that custody (s115(3)(b)), 

UNLESS the defendant‟s appearance has changed or it was 

not reasonably practicable to make a new picture (s115(4)(a)/

(5)(b) & (4)(b));

· ID parade: The defendant was in custody and the police 

could have held an identification parade, i.e. UNLESS it 

would not have been reasonable to hold an ID parade, or the 

defendant refused to take part in the parade and/or the 

appearance of the person had changed significantly 

(s115(5)(a)).

· NOTE: if the defendant adduces picture ID evidence, s115 

(8) will not render inadmissible picture evidence adduced by 

the prosecutor to contradict or qualify the defendant‟s 

identification evidence (subject to other exclusionary rules 

and discretions and factors relevant to allowing the 

prosecution to reopen its case).

Festa v R: trial J still MUST 

evaluate photo array in terms 

of:

· similarity of appearance,

· conduct of identification 

procedure,

· certainty of eyewitness,

· danger of rogues‟ gallery 

effect

Considerations

· Always danger that jury will think that accused has 

criminal history from fact police has photo: Festa v R 

· ALWAYS subject to direction to jury at request of 

defendant (s115(7)) and otherwise (s116)



Discretions 

Judicial 

Directions

Main provisions:

· s 115(7): J must inform on request of defendant 

against (a) photo taken after taken into custody 

and (b) warn against assuming past criminal 

record

· s 116(1): after admitting E (a) caution against 

accepting and (b) provide general/specific 

reasons

· s165(1)(2): warn, inform and caution jury 

against using E as may be unreliable

General principles:

· How to evaluate: if E is of slight probative value, it is 

admissible UNLESS some principle of exclusion 

comes into play to justify withholding from jy‟s 

consideration: Festa v R

· Appellant‟s skin condition did NOT make him stand 

out in photo array: R v Gordon

· Js rely on judicial experience to comment to jy on 

characteristics that make identification unreliable: 

Festa v R

· Leading Australian case on identification warning: 

Domican v R. To extent that it extends s 116, 

remains relevant in UEA

Domican v R directions:

· Main principle: Trial J should isolate and identify for benefit 

of jy ANY matter of significance which may reasonably be 

regarded as undermining the reliability of the ID E

· warning does NOT require j to direct jy that ID E has in fact 

been weakened by certain circumstances. J‟s tasks is to 

identify possible weaknesses and enable jy to determine 

weight to be given to E: R v Heuston

· Warning obligatory ONLY where ID evidence represents any 

significant part of prosecution case: R v Swan

· Trial J NOT required to discuss ALL E or to analyse all 

conflicts in E: R v Ali Ali

Others principles:

· Where E as to ID represents significant part of proof of guilty of offence – J MUST 

warn jury as to dangers of convicting on such E where reliability is disputed: 

Kelleher v R

· Terms of warning need NOT follow any particular formula: R v De-Cressac

· MUST be appropriate to circumstances of case: R v Aziz

· Jy MUST be instructed „as to factors which may affect consideration of ID E in 

circumstances of particular case‟: Smith v R

· Warning in gen terms is INSUFFICIENT. Attention of jy should be drawn to any 

weaknesses in the ID E: Kelleher v R

· Reference to counsel‟s arguments is INSUFFICIENT. Jy needs benefit of direction 

which has authority of J‟s office behind it: Davies and Cody v R

· Trial J NOT absolved from duty to given gen and specific warnings because there 

is other evidence which, if accepted, is sufficient to convict accused: R v Bartels

· New trial ordinarily ordered even when other E makes strong case against 

accused: R v Gaunt

· Constitutes miscarriage of justice unless jy MUST inevitably have convicted 

accused independently of ID E

Qualifications to Domican v R:

· mandatory nature of s 116 warning has 

been read down where ID E has been 

admitted already. It is ONLY working tool 

in the context of the adversary system 

(NOT as rigid): Dhanhoa v R

ID E other than UEA definition, s 165 still 

relevant, e.g.:

· “Negative” identification evidence (e.g. 

Kanaan);

· Identification of a person other than the 

defendant (e.g. Rose (2002))

Note: s 165(1) NOT exhaustive list and s 

165(2) broader
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